POSTSCRIPT
For my part, I am convinced that the decision to annex Czechia
was made months and years before. I was convinced of it when I
wrote Insanity Fair, and for that reason said 'I hope I am wrong
in this, but I think the Germans will sit in Prague'. When I was
writing this book, in the autumn of 1938, I wrote The Germans
will yet sit in Prague. Watch Prague'. When the proofs came
to me I altered cwiir to cmay' in a moment of weakness, thinking
'Well, perhaps I, who know, am wrong, and perhaps these
morons, who do not know, are right with their blather about
The Policy of Appeasement and We Deplore That Eternal
Tendency To Distrust The Dictators Which Only Breeds Counter-
Suspicion and Hush A-Bye Baby On The Treetop and Don't
Listen To The Jitterbugs.'
But I was always certain that the Germans would do this,
and possibly Hitler, in some future speech, will admit that he gave
orders to occupy Prague six months before, about the time he
was saying 'We don't want any Czechs', just as he revealed after
Munich that he had given orders for the invasion of Czecho-
slovakia in May 1938. The only reason that Prague and the rest
of the Czech lands were not taken at the time of Munich was
that it was better strategy to wait* At Munich the Czech defences
were handed over to Germany, so that the annexation could be
carried out in an hour or two at any time, anyway. The five
months of life which were permitted to rump Gzecho-Slovakia
gave time for the preparation of the total annexation, and as yet
Hitler's superlatively skilful method has been never to take too
much at once,
Being convinced that Germany would do this thing, and wishing
to test my theory, I sought and found an opportunity to live and
work in Bohemia after Munich. When I hear British politicians
or diplomatic representatives say, or hear that they have said,
that they did not expect the annexation, I know that they are
either stating an untruth or they are culpably unsuited to their
jobs and are a danger to their people, for their own best experts
told them from the moment Hitler came to power, six years ago,
that this would happen, and no man with an ounce of brain
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